Mines and mine-like objects are distributed throughout an area of interest. Remote sensing of the area from an aircraft yields image data that represent the superposition of electromagnetic emissions from the mines and minelike objects. In this article we build a hierarchical statistical model for the reconstruction of mine locations given a point pattern of the superposition of mines and mine-like objects. It is shown how inference on the mine locations can be obtained using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.
INTRODUCTION
The research presented in this paper is concerned with statistical models and analysis for the detection of surface-laid minefields from remotely sensed images. In the past, a minefield has been modeled statistically as a region of elevated intensity in an inhomogeneous Poisson point process.1 '2 In what is to follow, we generalize this notion to a hierarchical model involving a clustered spatial point process. Specifically, we posit that the mines in a minefield behave according to a Cox process, defined by clusters, random in number and in location,3'4 which is superimposed on another Cox process that models the background "clutter" of mine-like objects (e.g., rocks and metal objects other than mines).
In this paper, we shall assume that the data available are a spatial point pattern made up of the superposition of mines (MI) and mine-like objects (ML) in a finite region A C IRd. However, individually, they are not distinguishable. A Bayesian hierarchical model is presented in Section 2; because actual minefield data were not available to us, we have demonstrated our methodology on data simulated from the hierarchical model. Computational issues are presented in Section 3 and the simulated data are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, discussion is given in Section 5.
MODELS FOR MINES AND MINE-LIKE OBJECTS
In reality, the presence of a mine (MI) or mine-like object (ML) at a given location y E A C determined remotely, from airborne sensing equipment. It is often the case that the resulting images are subsequently processed to determine the locations of objects (MIs or MLs, which are not individually distinguishable) in the scene. In this case, the data are a spatial point pattern from which one attempts to classify which are the mines in a minefield Ac JEt2.
The first level of our hierarchical statistical model assumes that, conditional on MI intensity function and ML intensity function /b(), MI and ML locations are distributed independently, according to inhomogeneous Poisson point processes (e.g., {53, p. 650). Assume that the MI and ML Poisson intensity functions can be written as, /a(y) = Aag(y){1 + ha(y -Xaj)}, respectively, where the components of (1) and (2) may be interpreted as follows: A and ) are constant background intensity rates for locations of MIs and MLs, respectively, that are linked through )ta=pA6; (3) g(.) is a function meant to capture common features of the Poisson intensities, due to such things as the topography (hilly versus flat) and the vegetation cover; ma, X (ai, . . . , Zama)', and ha(•) are cluster number, cluster centers, and cluster function, respectively, for the MIs; me,, Xb (xbl, . . . , Zbrnb)', 8fld hb(') are similarly defined for MLs. For example, h(u) = (1/2ir,c) exp{-(u(2/2,ca} (4) hb(U)
(1/2ir,cb)exp{-I(uI(2/2,cb} , (5) which are the cluster functions that shall be used in this paper.
Clearly, (1) and (2) are random functions if some of their constituents are random. At the second level of our hierarchical statistical model, we assume in this paper that ma,xa 's-' Strauss(/3a,'ya,Ra) , (6) mb,xb ' Strauss(/3b,'yo,Ro) ,
where Strauss(, y, R) is a Strauss point process with intensity parameter /3 > 0, interaction parameter -y E [0, 1], and radius R 0 (e.g., [5] , p. 675). That is, the joint density of ma d Xa is,
where NP(Ra) # unordered pairs of points within distance Ra of each other. Equivalently, in terms of the unordered locations {Xaj}, f(ma, {ai}) 'X /3rna 7NP(R0)
An analogous expression is available for f(mb , {xb}).
To be fully Bayesian, one would then put prior distributions on (p,'ca,fla,7a,Ra; Xb,1Cb,/3b,7b,Rb) (Oa; Ob) . Return now to (1) and (2) . Suppose that (n0, ya) and (nb, yo) are the number and ordered locations of MIs and MLs, respectively. Recall that, conditional on j(.) and /b(),
independently of, b,Yb (ybl,. . . Yb,nb)' Poiss(I.Lb()) ,
where Poiss(i(.)) denotes an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with intensity 4.) (e.g., [5] , p. 650). That is, the joint density of a and Ya is, flfla+flb (11) {y1, . . . , yn} E UUYbjfl ; (12) notice that the elements of the superposed process, {yj}, have their MI/ML designation stripped from them.
Our task now is to write down the joint distribution of all random quantities. A short-hand notation helps enormously in this regard. [na,{yai}; ma,{aj}; mb,{xb}; Oa,Obffl,{yi}J , (13) where Oa, Ob are given by (8) . The goal is to sample from the posterior distribution (13) is obtained, from which one can make inference on the MIs. Now, the joint distribution is the product, [fl,{yi}Ifla,{yai},Pa(),pb()] . [flc,{yai}Ia(),/b(')} (6) . (7) . [8,6b] (15) where [Ga, Ob] represents a prior distribution on the various parameters specified in the hierarchical model and 9a, 9ô are given by (8) . Thus, in order to carry out the McMC algorithm, we need to calculate the first two factors of the product of distributions in (15). From (9) and (10), it is clear that the first two factors are,
uEy\y VEYa where 1(C) is 1 if the statement C is true and 0 otherwise. Consequently, given (n, {y}), any proposals for (fla, {yi}) must come from the set 0 < n < n and {yj) C {yj, and realizations from the posterior (13) are eventually obtained after accepting or rejecting proposals for groups of random variables in (13) , holding (n, {y}) fixed. Finally then, the posterior probability (13) is proportional to (16) . (6) .
Notice that (16) is just [na,{yai}; which is also equal to the product, 
and 1(w) E w/(1 + w) is a monotonic increasing function of w.
From (18), it is clear that (conditional on
and b(•)) the choice of whether an individual location in the observed point pattern is an MI, is a Bernoulli random variable with success probability given by t,1(.), which is a monotonic increasing function of ja(•)/b('); notice that the common intensity component g(.) cancels from this calculation. Therefore, if Yi is the observed location of a MI or ML, [ja(y1)/jb(y1)fl, {i}J is the posterior distribution of the odds ratio that the object is a mine, from which MI/ML classification can be assessed.
SIMULATION OF POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR INFERENCE
Using Bayesian methodology, all statistical inferences are based on the posterior distribution given by (13) . A closed-form expression for (13) is a nontrivial task, however one can simulate from it using Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) methods. Because we are considering a model with sums of cluster components, where each sum has a random number of terms, it is convenient to use a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampler6 with the inclusion of reversible jump steps.7'8 The basic MH algorithm for sampling cluster processes was developed jointly by A. Baddeley, M. van Lieshout, and A. Lawson.9'10"2 For the minefield problem described in Section 2, we observe only the superposition (n, {y}) of MI and ML spatial point processes, (fla, {Yai}) fld (nb, {yb}), respectively, and hence all other variables in (13) could be viewed as augmented data. Our goal in this paper is to predict certain augmented variables of the MI and ML point processes and ultimately to discriminate between MIs and MLs. Now, the conditional distribution (13) can be generated according to a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm that generates successively from the conditional distributions,
[a,{yai}Ifl,{yi},ia('),iô()J [ma,{xaj}; mb,{xbj}Jnc,{yaj}; nb,{ybi}; Oa,Ob] , (20) [Oa,Oblna,{yai}; rLb,{ybi}; ma,{zaj}; mb,{xbi}]
These conditional distributions are in turn generated according to MH algorithms, as specified below.
Generation of MI/ML configurations given the superposition
Recall the relationship (18) for the posterior distribution of (na, {yai}), conditional on knowing the inhomogeneous Poisson intensity functions 1a(.) and /-Lb(). From (20), we can use (18) while conditioning on the current intensity parameters (including any current cluster centers) and, of course, the data. We use a reversible jump method that amounts to a birth-and-death process on the discrete set {yj) of n = a + b events.
The MH algorithm has two components: The first simulates a proposal (r&', {y}), possibly to replace the current value (na, {yJ); the second either accepts the proposal or retains the current value with prespecified probabilities (that add to 1). Then, either with the accepted proposal or the retained current value, the cycle is repeated. Because the data (n, {yj}) have to be respected by the proposal (n, {y,}), either MIs are added (born) to or taken away (die) from the current value (n, {y}). In our algorithm, this is done one at a time: Given the current value (na, {y}), define the birth probabilities b(.) and death probabilities d(.) according to a uniform distribution,
; V E {Yai} Then, given the current value (n , {y}), one obtains the proposal (r , {y}) by simulating from the proposal distribution, (q(n-n)' ;n1 = n+1, {y} {y}Uu, uE {y}\{y} P((n, {y})RtL, {y})) ' (1 -q)(n)' ; n = n -1, {y} = {y}\v, v E {y} (22) t. 0 ; elsewhere where q is a prespecified probability of a birth being proposed.
The new value is chosen to be, I (n,, {y}), with probability min [1, h] -(1 q) (n-n)
Itecall that the new value is obtained after conditioning on the current intensity parameters (and of course the data).
Generation of MI, ML intensities and their parameters
Generation from [ma, {zai}; mb, {Zbi}IOa, 8b; {yai}; b, {Ybi}] uses relationships (1) and (2), the primary components being the number of clusters (ma fld mb) and the cluster centers ({aj} and {zb}) . To obtain a realization, we generate two passes of a birth-death-shifting algorithm, one pass for MIs and one pass for MLs, in a region D = A U {guard region}, to account for possible cluster centers outside A. Thus we generate a proposal that either replaces the current cluster values or the current values are retained, with probabilities given by a MH algorithm.
The first component of the MH algorithm generates a proposal: We now describe the birth-death-shifting (of cluster centers) algorithm to achieve this. Consider generic cluster values (m, {z }), which are cluster number and cluster centers for either MIs or MLs. The current value is (m°, {zfl) and the proposal is (m', {z}). The proposal is obtained from the current value by adding (birth) a cluster center, taking away (death) a cluster center, or shifting a cluster center to a different location. Given the current value (m0, {z')), define these probability distributions by, respectively,
; v E {x} , (25) s(u,v) = (m0)_lk(uv)
; v E {x'}, U ED, where, say, k(x) = e'I(O < z( < e) and e is a specified bandwidth. Then, given the current value (m°, {x'}), one obtains the proposal (m', {x}) by simulating from the proposal distribution, ; elsewhere (26) where p is a prespecified probability of a shift being proposed and q is a prespecified conditional probability of a birth, given a birth or death is to be proposed. Now, the MH algorithm for the generation of the second conditional distribution in (20) depends on the ratio, .
[m,{z}; m,,{xj}IGa,Ob,na,{yaj}; ?2b,{Ybi}J (27) [m,{x}; m,{zj}IGa,Ob,na,{yos}; r&b,{yb}1
In (27), each of the first two ratios are, from (26), given by, moEo k(v-z°) (1-q) ;rn'=m°-l, {z}={x'}\v, vE{x) , 
where NP(R; {x}) # pairs of {2} within distance R of each other. Notice that (29) is simply the product of terms involving MIs with analogous terms involving MLs. Therefore, from (27), (ma ,{Zai}) th conditionally independent of (mb, {xb}) and the two cluster-center processes can be generated separately. Again, in terms of generic cluster values (m, {x}) we see that, given the current value (m°, {z'}), one obtains the proposal (m', {a}) by simulating from the proposal distribution (26). Then, according to the MH algorithm, the new value is chosen to be, f (m', {z}), with probability min [1, h] (m°, {x'}), with probability max[O, 1 -
Consequently, we can generate a realization from the second conditional distribution in (20). The third conditional distribution in (20) is that of the intensity parameters 9a 8b, and a realization is likewise generated. Conditional on these two realizations, we go to the first conditional distribution in (20) (Section 3.1), generate a realization, and repeat the cycle. After a burn-in period, all successive realizations come from the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, created so that the distribution is the posterior distribution (13) . The next section shows how these realizations can be used to carry out inference.
STATISTICAL INFERENCE ON A SIMULATED DATA SET
For purposes of illustration, we have simulated a data set as follows. A process of ma + mb = 10 cluster centers were distributed uniformly over the unit square. Around each cluster center, four objects were located uniformly in a disk of radius 0.02. Figure 1 displays the simulated realization that will be analyzed in this section. The model given in Section 2 will be fit to these data using the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm described in Section 3.
(For the data in Figure 1 , it is expected that there will be little discrimination between MIs and MLs because there is no distinction built into the simulation.) The data given in Figure 1 were analyzed via the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm given in Section 3. The trio of conditional distributions in (20) were iteratively generated 25,000 times and the Markov chain was assessed for convergence using variance-comparison and distributional-convergence methods.'3 For example, the last 200 iterations were split into two, namely the penultimate 100 iterations and the final 100 iterations. In Figures 2  and 3 , Q-Q plots of n (number of mines; see (9) ) and Kb (ML-cluster-function variance; see (5) Figure 2 , except the Q-Q plot shown is for Kb, the ML-cluster-function variance.
Finally, we are able to recover (an estimate of) the posterior marginal distribution of a and {yas}, given the n and {y} shown in Figure 1 . These posterior distributions are estimated by empirical distributions based on the last 1100 iterations of (20). Figure 4 shows the posterior distribution of na, the number of mines. Notice how it is peaked about n/2 = 20, which is not surprising given that the data were generated indifferently as to which were MIs and which were MLs. 
DISCUSSION
The simple data set in Section 4 has allowed us to demonstrate that a fully Bayesian approach to minefield detection is possible. The generality of the model allows mines and mine-like objects to be interspersed in irregular patterns, something previous approaches"2 were not able to do. Our model is very general but at the same time can take immediate advantage of local knowledge such as the topography in A (through g(.) in (1) and (2)), of how the MIs are laid (through ha(•) in (1)), and of the background intensity of MLs (through )sq, in (2)). We have also developed a statistical model that adds another layer on top of the hierarchy should the data come as raw images from remote sensing equipment; this generalization will be reported on elsewhere.
The output from the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is extremely rich. Posterior distributions of any of the augmented variables in (13) can be obtained (through empirical estimates). On the other hand, the algorithm takes a long time to run (the order of a day on a fast workstation); cutting this time down to the order of an hour or two is an important problem that we shall investigate in future research. 
